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B. Consideration to include the Affordable Housing Plan as part of the
2016 POCD. Mr. Wilkes asked if we had a motion. Ms. Zbinden
commented that as a commission they have not reviewed or discussed
the plan.  Mr. Wilkes stated that a motion can be made to accept the
application then they can discuss.

IN A MOTION by Ms. Barrett and seconded by Ms. Lemieux, to consider the
Affordable Housing Plan as part of the 2016 POCD.

Mr. Wilkes stated that only seated members are permitted to discuss. Mr.
Wilkes asked the Commissioners if they were familiar with the AHP and if
there were any questions. There were no questions. He continued with a
review of the plan. A discussion was had on the reason for housing price
increases. Mr. Wilkes continued with a review of the plan and asked again
if there was anything anyone would like to talk about. There was no
response. He then moved to review the goals and strategies. It was
pointed out by Mr. Connor, that these are just suggestions and for
anything to be done it must go to the NHCOG and then have a Public
Hearing. Ms. Zbinden then stated this opens the doors for developers to
come in. More discussion was had. Zoom connection was lost at about
8:15 due to the internet outage. Site came back on about 4 minutes later
and attendees were added back into the meeting as soon as possible
(sound was still on delay for a minute). Mr. Connor reminded everyone
again that these are suggestions. Ms. Barrett also stated that in the goals
and strategies it does not state this has to be done. More discussion was
had and land acquisitions was discussed as being voted down on 2
separate occasions. Ms. Zbinden stated that at the Public Hearing most
attendees were not in favor of this. Mr. Connor stated that in his years of
experience, Public Hearings mostly bring those that object to the issue.
Mr. Wilkes asked if there were any more questions. Mr. Lucas stated that
he had received a phone call from the applicant that if he did not feel
comfortable voting he could skip the meeting. He did not feel this set a
very good precedent.

Mr. Wilkes called the question of all in favor of including the
Affordable Housing Plan as part of the 2016 POCD say Yay? No Yay.
Nay? Mr. Lucas and Ms. Zbinden. Take Roll Call. Ms. Clinton
conducted Roll Call: Mr. Lucas NO. Ms. Lemieux NO. Ms. Zbinden
NO. Ms. Barrett NO.  Mr. Wilkes NO.  Question does not pass.




























